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COMPUTER PROGRAMS
NEW COMPUTER EDITOR
Starting next issue, John Sondquist (Sociology, California-Santa Barbara) will be CONNECTIONS' new
computer editor . Please send him lots of stuff .
GRADAP (More and Less)
Release 1 .0 is now available to operate only on CDC-6400 and Cyber, and only under NOS/BE operating
systems . It runs on the now-obsolescent FT4 compiler, with possible upgrading to current FORTRAN 77
(FTN5) . Despite earlier announcements (repeated in good faith here), it will not run on IBM equipment
now--with no date indicated for this .
Program limitations are 6K points, 60K lines, and 150 user-defined point infos, 150 line-infos,
100 pointsets and 100 linesets . Academic prices : US $500 initially + $200 annually . (From GRADAP
Bulletin 2) . For more information, write Technisch Centrum, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Roetsstraat 15,
1018 WB Amsterdam, The Netherlands (020)-522-2702 .
HISTORICAL SOFTWARE
Our QUANTUM confreres have started an historical software section in each issue . The first one shows
how to use SPSS to study property lists (e .g ., testaments, inventories), census lists and other sources
dealing with the composition of families ; sources reflecting economic transactions of identified persons .
See QUANTUM 20 ; or write Manfred Thaller, Max-Planck-Institut fUr Gesichte, Hermann-F8ge-Weg 11, D-3400,
GBttingen, West Germany .
And don't forget the feature article on computer clustering--by Jones Lattin and Anthony Wong,
up front in this issue .

Moving?
Did you know that the Post Office does not forward
Third Class Printed Paper mail?
Please use this convenient form to assure that CONNECTIONS follows you wherever you go . To help
us adjust your subscription, please fill in the label below with your new address . Allow four
weeks for a change of address to be processed . Thank you .
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